Overview

This online course is intended for care staff that have the Arial system implemented at their facility. It describes the Arial system, outlines the Arial alarm initiating and messaging devices, provides a high-level overview of the Arial software, and explores the common Arial tasks care staff perform, such as responding to and clearing alarms, cleaning devices, changing device batteries and using the Arial Pager.

Course Learning Objectives

After completing this course, you’ll be able to:

• Describe how the Arial system works
• List the various Arial alarm initiating and messaging devices
• Explain how each Arial alarm initiating device triggers an alarm
• Demonstrate how to clear an alarm for a traditional and small Pendant, Call Station, Water Resistant Call Station, TABS® Fall Monitor, and Door/Window Transmitter
• Explain the procedure for changing the battery in an Arial device
• Describe the procedure for cleaning Arial devices
• Perform the common functions on the Arial Pager

Arial® Care Staff Training

Enables Residents to Alert Care Staff When Assistance is Needed & Provides Facilities with a Powerful Platform for Centralized Event Notifications and Reporting

Registration Information

STANLEY Healthcare has partnered with HealthStream® to offer online training for customers with a signed Maintenance Agreement. Contact SHUniversity@sbdinc.com to request access.
Arial® Care Staff Training Course Outline

Estimated course length is 70 minutes. This course is intended for facility care staff who interact with the Arial system and includes the following lessons:

Arial System Introduction
This lesson introduces care staff to the Arial system and explores the various devices that can initiate alarms and the different messaging devices that receive alarm notifications.

Responding To and Clearing Arial Alarms
This lesson explains to care staff how each Arial alarm initiating device triggers an alarm and how to clear an alarm for a traditional and small Pendant, Call Station, Water Resistant Call Station, TABS® Fall Monitor, Door/Window Transmitter, smoke alarm and motion detector.

Cleaning Arial Devices
This lesson demonstrates to care staff the procedure for cleaning Arial devices.

Changing the Batteries in Arial Devices
This lesson demonstrates to care staff and maintenance the procedure for changing the battery in an Arial device.

Using the Arial Pager
This lesson demonstrates to care staff how perform the common functions on the Arial Pager.

About STANLEY Healthcare

STANLEY Healthcare provides over 5,000 acute care hospitals and 12,000 long-term care organizations with enterprise solutions that create a safe, secure and efficient healthcare experience across life’s stages. The STANLEY Healthcare solution set enables customers to achieve organizational excellence and superior care in critical areas: Patient/Resident Safety, Security & Protection, Environmental Monitoring, Clinical Operations & Workflow and Supply Chain & Asset Management. These solutions are complemented by STANLEY Healthcare’s By Your Side™ Lifetime Customer Care commitment to ensure that every customer achieves success and realizes the full value of their investment, through consulting, training, implementation and integration services. STANLEY Healthcare is proud to be part of Stanley Black & Decker, Inc. For more information, visit www.stanleyhealthcare.com. Follow STANLEY Healthcare on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and YouTube.